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Program note:
A common literary source of inspiration for Scale has been Georges Perec’s Species of
Spaces (Espèces d’espaces, 1974), a sustained enquiry into the poetics and politics of

space in modern urban life. In the closing section of this work, Perec included a list

of uninhabitable spaces, ‘L’inhabitable’, which amounts to a meditation on space as a

matter of human relations. From open spaces invested with historical allusions

(‘coastlines bristling with barbed wire … mass graves’), the tiny essay moves to an

evocation of built lodgings and city living, and finally to the rhetoric of real estate

advertisements.

Perec’s sixth paragraph of eleven uninhabitable spaces has been a particular

focus and structuring device for the musical instruments, the scores, and the text

that have been ‘under construction’ as part of the MUSiCLAB : Aphids collaboration.

‘The hostile, the grey, the anonymous, the ugly, the corridors of the

Métro, public baths, hangars, car parks, marshalling yards, ticket

windows, hotel bedrooms’ Georges Perec, Species of Spaces

This paragraph lurches between spaces of vastly differing architectural scale and

emotional weight, even as the first four abstract nouns impose an atmosphere of

emotional isolation. Thus framed by notions of loss and erasure of self, the categories

that follow afford little comfort: they are defined by specific functions that give no

precedence to human communication and companionship. In these places, human

encounter never requires the exchange of names: it is the impersonal, momentary

contact of transit and departure; of near-wordless transactions, or the interim

storage of things.

In the new work that comprises Scale, the imagery and cumulative mode of

Perec’s list has shaped responses to the architecture and historical residues of Les
Bains. In the meantime, and against Perec’s mention of public baths as

‘uninhabitable’, artist Rosemary Joy, composer David Young, and writer Cynthia

Troup have been welcomed and supported by the Les Bains::Connective community,

whilst occupying the collaborative space of MUSiCLAB. The interior of the former

swimming complex has hosted the creative development of a very specific,

miniaturised sound-world, through intensive dialogue and experimentation with

musicians Yutaka Oya, Tom Pauwels, and Fedor Teunisse.

Working alongside Rosemary Joy, David Young has composed a musical score of

photographic stills that feature architectural details and materials, often in close-up.

Throughout the residency, colours, textures, and contours from landscapes of the city

have been redefined as a precise language for ensemble performance. These

elements have been rehearsed with a view to refining the responses of instruments

that are highly original in their conception and construction (miniature percussion),

or made variously but deliberately strange (toy piano, guitar). Cued by the unique

sonorities of Rosemary Joy’s six handmade boxes, the music magnifies the percussive

possibilities of the toy piano and guitar, and brings them into aural co-incidence with

the found sonorities of objects from the domestic sphere: a scrubbing brush, clothes

pegs, needles, and steel wool; ceramic tiles, used bricks, plastic tubing, coins.

The result fosters an experience of concentrated ‘overhearing’. The noises of the

listener’s body seem to be amplified by the effort of apprehending faint timbres, and

cadences that are wilfully fleeting. Moreover, the erratic, perhaps accidental strains

of the Les Bains complex itself seem to be heightened to distracting or absorbing

effect: the flexions of its materials, for example; noise that it transmits from the

street outside; the infinitesimal flurries if its permanent inhabitants, unseen or

invisible to the human eye. The ambiguity of the sounds — of their origin and

direction — makes the music of Scale especially amenable to psychological

projection. Thus the performance can become a circumstance for return to those

infinitely personal and yielding spaces of memory and imagination that are places of

private retreat.

Indeed, Cynthia Troup’s text contributes a ‘still small voice’ to the musical

material that Scale has brought into resonance at Les Bains. Through enquiry into

the local history of the swimming complex, and into the wider architectural history

of public baths, there emerged a fictional character, known only as L. B. Recovering

after an episode of panic in the swimming pool, L. B. delays her anonymous

departure from the baths, and sits to one side — a provisional, vulnerable, and silent

‘inhabitant’. There, she tunnels through memory, and that which she has studied

and presented during her career as a teacher of Classical history. L. B.’s reflections

are marked out as an interior monologue of eleven parts. Words are the connective

tissue between her awareness of self, her professional knowledge, and her

undiminished fascination with the past; a tissue that is delicate, frayed, but always

agile …
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Biographies: MUSiCLAB

MUSiCLAB [B] is a laboratorium for improvisational, intuitive, and experimental music. The

creative development of new ideas is essential to MUSiCLAB. For this reason, projects with

room for experiment and research are preferred. MUSiCLAB curates musicians-in-residence

and music events for the public, providing opportunities for international musicians and

artists with different backgrounds to meet and work together.

Aphids

Aphids is a strange creature: independent, non-profit, project-based, and committed to

nurturing artistic risk-taking behaviour. Founded in 1994, Aphids is based in Melbourne,

Australia, and undertakes a variety of cross-artform projects involving contemporary music,

with a focus on international residencies and collaborations. Aphids has frequently worked

with violinist Yasutaka Hemmi, on projects ranging from solo concerts with live martial arts

to the installation/ performance Ricefields. From 1999 to 2002, Aphids collaborated with

Denmark’s Kokon and composer Juliana Hodkinson to create Maps, a site-specific music

theatre project that explored relationships between music notation and cartography,

performed in both Melbourne and Copenhagen. Later this year Aphids will present A
Quarreling Pair, a triptych of miniature puppet plays by Jane Bowles, Lally Katz, and

Cynthia Troup, as part of the 2004 Melbourne Festival. And the Aphids’ tenth birthday party

will take place during the festival at North Melbourne’s Lithuanian Club. For more

information: www.aphids.net.

David Young composer & artistic director of Aphids

David’s music has been performed in Australia, Europe, and Asia, in contexts ranging from

concerts to music theatre and installation. As a composer he is preoccupied with exploring

the relationship between sound and image, employing intricate and often miniature formats

in unconventional settings. His work also explores new approaches to music notation, using

new media and computer-based animation technologies, most recently in music for robotic

origami by artist Matt Gardiner (www.oribotics.net). Earlier this year David undertook a

three month Asialink residency in Indonesia, where he lived and worked with Bengkel Teater
Rendra in Jakarta. In the 2003 Melbourne Festival David collaborated with visual artist

Louisa Bufardeci to create Skin Quartet for acoustic string quartet and digital film — now

released on DVD. Also in 2003, Champ d’Action presented a portrait concert of David’s music

at the Logos Foundation in Ghent. David was festival director of Melbourne’s multi-artform

festival Next Wave in 2002, and the programme that year showcased new work by over 600

young artists. David’s work for soprano, recorder and guitar In an initial C has been selected

for performance in the November 2004 ISCM World Music Days in Switzerland.

Rosemary Joy artist

Rosemary has worked with Aphids since 1997.  She collaborated with David Young and

Sarah Pirrie to create sculptural scores for Aphids’ project Ricefields, which toured to France,

Japan, Sydney, and Brisbane in 1999. In 2000, Rosemary began collaborating with

percussionist Vanessa Tomlinson to create sculptural instruments.  Decor Nuggets, a work in

miniature, was performed at Club Zho in Perth in 2001. Veronique, a percussive ballgown,

was performed by Vanessa at the Sydney Opera House for the 2001 Sydney Spring Festival,

and at the 2002 Shanghai International Arts Festival. In 2003, Rosemary developed Field
Kits, miniature percussive sculptures performed by Graeme Leak, Vanessa Tomlinson, Peter

Humble, and David Hewitt for the Aphids event Instrument Building in Melbourne, which

also involved Marie-Hélène Elleboudt from MUSiCLAB.

Cynthia Troup writer

A founding member of Aphids, Cynthia is a writer, performer and historian. Cynthia’s

publications include articles, catalogues, and program notes on contemporary art and music,

as well as short fiction, and studies in Italian Renaissance history. Cynthia was the writer

for the Aphids project Maps: she also devised and performed an additional scene that was

described in the Danish press as ‘an immaculate lecture on the history of maps, rhetorically

perfected with an exactly timed slide show, as the actor, Cynthia Troup, puts on her glasses

or takes them off at decisive moments. Form takes precedence over content, and one listens

to the lecture as if it were a piece of music’. Cynthia’s recent collaborations have included the

story Miss Shaw Dreams, produced through a residency at Queen’s College Tower Studio at

The University of Melbourne, with Sydney-based film-maker Louise Curham.
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— Pause —

The uninhabitable 01
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After the performance please stay and enjoy refreshments & snacks at

Plankton
the re-new monthly bar at Les Bains::Connective
with DJ Vincent Malstaf

fabulous waiters Sara, Marcos and Bijke

created by Luea Ritter



Catalogue:

The Shrapnel Box
198mm x 304mm x 70mm

wooden box with four compartments covered by 6 old etching plates. Etching

Plates tuned approximately: 1 = F three quarter sharp, 2 = D, 3 = G, 4 = C, 5 = E

quarter sharp and 6 = D three quarter sharp. Under the plates: 1 = scrunched

plastic; 2 = steel wool; 3 = fabric; 4 = guiro; 5 = a few coins in local currency; 6 =

scrubbing brush with bristles pointing up

The Munitions Factory
233mm x 340mm x 105mm

wooden box with 13 holes, two aluminium tracks, serrated metal track, small bell,

corrugated plastic tube, ceramic tile, small metal tin, small plastic box, Astro Turf,

ball bearings

The Spinal Box
210mm x 275mm x 70mm

wooden box, two plastic spines, 2 membranes of cellophane fashioned from

embroidery hoops (110mm in diameter), coins in local currency

The Tile Box
138mm x 138mm x 40mm

wooden box, four white tiles, two ball bearings

The Floor Covering Box
123mm x 123mm x 48mm

wooden box, square of pyramid anti-slip matting, a ball bearing

The Astro Turf Box
103mm x 93mm x 110mm

wooden box, Astro Turf, a ball bearing

Miniature percussion instruments
created by Rosemary Joy as part of a MUSiCLAB : Aphids collaboration at

Les Bains::Connective, with composer David Young, writer Cynthia Troup,

pianist Yutaka Oya, guitarist Tom Pauwels, percussionist Fedor Teunisse

and coordinator Marie-Hélène Elleboudt.

All boxes made from Australian Rosewood Mahogany (Queensland).


